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In recent years, the fate of Hungarians living outside Hungary's borders has
been studied by that country's historians with growing interest. The same
interest has traced the history of Magyar emigrants to Latin America. This
research, done mainly by Ilona Varga and by members of the Latin American
History Research Group at Jozsef Attila University, revealed several important
aspects of the history of Hungarians living in South America. Now that a
historical overview has been provided, it is important to present more specific
perspectives on the lives of individual emigrants. Accordingly, this study traces
the career of Rudolf Icsey, an outstanding Hungarian-born cinematographer who
emigrated to Brazil.
Before the Second World War it was natural for Hungarian filmmakers to
spend a part of their apprenticeship abroad. They worked as technicians with
big film studios, or gained experience as assistant cameramen. This well-trained
group of filmmakers then returned to Hungary with professional connections and
international experience. Along with their talent, the expertise they had gained
both at home and abroad enabled them to be successful in emigration once they
left Hungary for good. This is certainly true of the Hungarian emigrant artists
who made their way to Brazil.
Those Hungarians who left Hungary in the wake of the Second World
War and chose Brazil as their destination, had studied at various prominent
institutions and studios in Berlin, Paris, Rome and London, or at the biggest
studio in South America, the Alex in Buenos Aires. The fine training and high
international standards of the members of Sao Paulo's Hungarian community of
filmmakers helped to raise the professional level of the Brazilian film industry in
the late 1940s and the early 1950s.
The emigrant Hungarians contributed to Brazilian filmmaking in various
ways. The fashion salon of Katalin Karadi and Irma Frank provided hats for
costumes. Andras Kalman, Karoly Szily and Tibor Szucs offered production
services. Graphic artist and cartoonist Jeno Markus was the 'master of visual
effects'. 2 Rudolf Rex Lustig, Adalberto Kemeny and Dezso Grosz founded the
first film laboratory in Brazil, and "Rex Film" became well-known all over the

world. Gyorgy Jonas settled in Sao Paulo in 1951, and in 1957 he founded the
first Brazilian colour film laboratory named Lider Cinematografica. 3
One of the first successful Hungarian filmmakers to go to Brazil was
Dezso Akos Hamza. He had worked in Hungary as a successful and prolific
director and producer. After the Second World War Hamza became a member
of the National Board of Motion Picture Supervision, president of the filmmakers' trade union, and manager of M A F I R T (the Hungarian Film Bureau Ltd).
He never planned to leave Hungary permanently. Years later he explained the
circumstances of his leaving Hungary: "I was assigned by Gyula Ortutay, the
president of the Hungarian Central News Service, to undertake a study of the
French Television and TV films in order to help prepare the Television Department of the Hungarian Radio.... I was neither an emigrant nor a deserter. After
all, I received a passport, some help and even a car, that took me to the border....
But my friends, who knew about my acquaintance with Laszlo Rajk, suggested
that I should not return for the time being." 4 There is some evidence that
Hamza's departure was hastened both by attacks on him and his work in the
press, and by a lucrative contract offer from abroad. ? As with most emigrants,
Hamza's decision to leave reflected an array of personal, economic, and political
factors. After leaving Hungary, he stayed in Europe until 1955 when he went to
Brazil to work as an artistic consultant to the Maristela film company. Once
there, Hamza opened the door for the young Rudolf Icsey. "At that time, the
film industry in Brazil was still quite young. [The Brazilians] did not have a
good cameraman, so at [Hamza's] request... the producer had Rudi Icsey brought
over. He also stayed and had a terrific career, working in a lot of movies" 6 and
he taught Brazilians the art of cinematography.
Rudolf Icsey, or Rodolfo Icsey de Szabadhegy was born on 18 May
1905, to Jozsef Icsey, a photographer, and his wife Erzsebet Hollossy in the
village of Popradfelka, in present-day Slovakia. Though his parents named him
Rezso, he became famous in the Hungarian and international press under various
other names. Thus, though he was known to the Hungarian public as Rezso, an
invitation for the premiere in 1943 of the Szidmi macska [Siamese Cat] was
addressed to him as "Rudolf," a name which for non-Hungarians was easier to
pronounce and remember. Abroad he became known by this name. However,
newspapers were not consistent with the spelling, referring to him variously as
"Rudolf," "Rolf," "Rodolfo," "Rudolph," or "Rudi." Sometimes journalists and
typesetters were also confused the surname, spelling it "Iezey," "Iosey," "Icscy,"
or "Icssey."
When he was a school-boy, the future cinematographer learned the craft
of taking pictures from his father. 7 After completing high school in 1919, he
started his serious training in photography. For two years he was an apprentice
in the studio of Bela Brun Hiiber in Budapest, in 1924 he worked as an assistant
cameraman to Bela Zitkovszky at the Educational Film Studio, and in 1925 he
became a cameraman at the Hungarian Film Bureau.
Soon, however, the
previously prosperous Hungarian feature film industry came to a standstill. 8 The

number of Hungarian feature films declined from a peak of 102 in 1918 to 4 in
1922 — the year in which Icsey began his career — to 2 each in the years 1926
and 1927.'} This might explain why the young cameraman began his career with
the production of documentaries and short films. Between 1925 and 1936 he
worked as a newsreel reporter, during which time he received some international
recognition. For example, the film Halali (1934), which he co-directed and
photographed this film with Istvan Somkuti, was awarded the bronze medal at
the Venice Film Festival. Later, A tnagyar falu muveszete [Art of the Hungarian Village] (1937) which he directed and photographed, received a silver medal
at the Paris Universal Exhibition.
Icsey's career as a short-filmmaker and reporter ended in 1936 when he
became employed by Hunnia Film Studio. From that time on, he photographed
mainly feature films, initially working as an assistant cameraman. The first
feature he made as a cinematographer was Pokhdlo [Cobweb] in 1936. Increasingly, his work was well-received in the press. "So far, Icsey has shot reportage
and newsreel, and for that a different technique is needed than for feature films.
However, Icsey went to study abroad and learned how to shoot feature films.
He was a good student. He stood the test... his photography is like painting." 10
Occasionally, he was given special tasks. He participated, for instance, in the
shooting of the first Hungarian "aviation film," Magyar sasok [Hungarian Eagles]
(1943). One film critic commented: "We can only speak highly of Rudolf Icsey,
the cameraman who risked his life several times while shooting the daring flying
scenes."" When reviewing Futdtuz [Wildfire] (1943), another critic emphasized
Icsey's novel technique which: "... created candlelight effects with quite audacious lighting, which is rare in Hungarian films." 12
According to his friends and the people who knew him, Icsey was quiet
and well-balanced at work: "...in the quarrelsome, loud, excited atmosphere [of
the studio] [Icsey] is the most quiet and peaceful person. His childlike smile
never fades from his face. He is cheerful even in the middle of the most cruel
drama: he is so good at his job."' 1 He made a very good colleague. Thanks to
his flexibility and calmness, directors liked to work with him. That Icsey was a
successful and honoured filmmaker is proven not only by the favourable reviews
but by his countless assignments.
Between 1936, when Icsey shot his first
feature, and 1947 when he left Hungary, 323 feature films were produced in
Hungary. 14 Icsey participated in more than 60 of them; together with the
documentaries, short films and short features he had worked on more than 80
films." In the beginning he was a camera assistant or second cameraman, later
cameraman and sometimes both director and cameraman. 1 6
Icsey had always thought it important to help younger members of his
profession. Among his students were Ferenc Fekete, Gyorgy Illes, Barnabas
Hegyi, Gyula Kolosvari. and, later while in Italy, Giovanni di Venonzo who at
the time worked with Fellini. Even in Brazil he continued teaching.
He
believed that good techniques were fundamental for making good films, and for
that, experience had to be passed on, the young had to be trained.

A flourishing filmmaking industry in Hungary during all but the final
months of the Second World War allowed Icsey to remain active. He resumed
shooting in 1945-46 and taught at the Faculty of Film of the Academy of
Performing Arts. Hungary's second feature film produced after the war, Aranydra [Golden Watch], was photographed by Icsey. He tried something new.
According to a student of Hungarian filmmaking, "... Icsey established the
[film's] atmosphere... within seconds the introductory images, in which he use[d]
the tilted and upright position of the camera consistently." 17
A look at the list of Icsey's works reveals that the political messages of
the films he photographed were contradictory. The documentary Honvedek
elore! ([Hungarian Soldiers, Forward!] 1941) was made by Jozsef Horvath, Erno
Kiss, Laszlo Nagy, Gyula Zsabka and Icsey, who followed the Hungarian
soldiers as war-correspondents. The contemporary press described this film as
"The most monumental and the best Hungarian war documentary... [depicting]
the glorious... [drive] of the Hungarian soldiers... against the Bolshevik threat." 18
Then a few years passed and things changed politically. In 1946 Icsey worked on
a film with a completely different ideology, entitled A Szovjetunio
Magyarorszagert [The Soviet Union for Hungary]. His synopsis handed to the National
Board of Motion Picture Supervision contained the following: "This film, which
was made for the first national convention of the Hungarian Soviet Cultural
Society, is dedicated to Generalissimo Stalin and to the glorious Red Army [that]
liberated our country." 19
We do not know much about Icsey's political orientation, but as a true
cameraman he was present at, and photographed the important events of his age.
T o edit and interpret these events was not the task of the technical crew but of
the screenplay's authors. Directors, regardless of their political motives, liked to
work with a respected cameraman. Icsey might have regarded these tasks as
new challenges for a cameraman. He was not alone among his colleagues in
having this attitude; many who lived to see the stormy years of Hungarian
history in the 20th century had it. For instance, Vidor Torok was filming at the
convention of intellectuals gathered by Hungarian fascist leader Ferenc Szalasi
in December of 1944, and later, it was again he who shot the newsreels at
Szalasi's execution. 20
Earlier we mentioned that many different motives can prompt emigrants
to leave their native land. Little is known about Icsey's emigration other than a
few basic details gleaned from his correspondence. In 1947 he signed a contract
in Austria. Between 1947 and 1948 he worked there and in Munich shooting a
few commercials, cultural films, and documentaries. While in Munich he also
worked as cameraman on feature films directed by Sandor Szlatinay — who had
been living abroad since 1940 — as well as by Hans Wolff and Rudolf Carl. In
1949 Icsey continued filming, this time in Italy. Here he shot mainly commercials, short films, documentaries, and cultural films; though he was cameraman
for a few feature films as well. In Rome and Milan he was able to work with
fellow Hungarian filmmakers, such as D. Akos Hamza and Geza Radvanyi, both

of whom had been his partners in Hungary. He also worked with Italian
directors, such as Goffredo Alessandrini and Giuseppe Acattino.
Between 1949 and 1954 Icsey was probably not thinking about a journey
to South America. Yet, at that time in Brazil the situation was becoming ripe
for an influx of European filmmakers. The first period of Brazilian sound-film,
1931 to 1949, had been marked by Humberto Mauro, and the following one by
Alberto Cavalcanti. Both artists had been born in 1897, but their paths to
becoming filmmakers were very different. Cavalcanti left Brazil for Europe in
1920, where he gained recognition. In the 1920s he was influenced by the
French avant-garde, in the 1930s he worked with the English documentarists,
then until the mid-1940s he was employed by Ealing Studios in London. When
he returned to his country — which had virtually no filmmaking industry at the
time — he became the only famous Brazilian filmmaker. Mauro was over thirty
when he left Brazil and returned only in the 1960s, by which time his films had
become popular in his native land.21
With the return of Cavalcanti and with the establishment of the Vera
Cruz Studio, financed with Italian capital, European influence became dominant
over Brazilian traditions. Cavalcanti's "main objective... was to bring some
technical innovation into usage in Brazil, which was indispensable for efficient
filmmaking." 22 Unfortunately, Mauro was forgotten, as Cavalcanti relied heavily
on Italians, dozens of whom were invited to Brazil. Most of the foreigners that
came to Brazil to work soon left, but not before they shared important trade
secrets with their Brazilian colleagues. 2? D. Akos Hamza, who was living in
Italy at that time, arrived in Brazil with this wave of newcomers. He was
contracted by the Maristela Studio in 1955 to direct a film entitled Quem Matou
Anabela? [Who Killed Anabela?]. Hamza invited Rezso Icsey to photograph this
film. Unlike many of his European colleagues, Icsey did not leave Brazil,
although he still considered himself Hungarian. By the 1950s he decided that
after living in Hungary, Austria, Germany and Italy, Brazil would be his final
home. In 1957 he obtained a permanent residence permit in Brazil for his
relatives living in Vienna, including his first wife Gizella Bucsinszky, their
daughter Edina, his sister Lidia Icsey and her husband, Lajos Rako. 24 A few
years later, in 1960, Icsey became a Brazilian citizen.
The ambitious project of Cavalcanti and the Vera Cruz studio to make
the Brazilian film industry prosperous soon failed. The mid-1950s brought
changes. Sao Paulo's monopoly was challenged by two new filmmaking centres.
The great Vera Cruz Studio went bankrupt in 1954, and its collapse
caused the failure of several other companies — Maristela, Multifilmes,
Kino Filmes — all three in Sao Paulo. The official film industry returned to its "normal" routine, that is to the carnivals, insignificant
comedies, adventure films of low standard. However, it did not mean
that the Brazilian film industry was wrecked. Just the opposite happened.

This atmosphere provided an opportunity [for] the critics of "Rio realism"
to attack the "Paulist" popular film industry. 25
Some filmmakers from Rio de Janeiro learned the profession in Sao Paulo and
then became engaged in the movement of the "cinema novo," the Brazilian new
wave. Most of the Hungarian filmmakers, including Icsey, stayed in Sao Paulo,
the Hollywood of Brazil. "Sao Paulo and its environs is the industrial centre of
the country. It plays the role of a colonizing metropolis... at the same time, it is
the centre of the popular, commercial film industry —including, of course,
television — so fiercely hated by the authors of the 'new film'." 26
In the void left after the collapse of the big companies, the Hungarians
quickly found opportunities to participate in the revival of Sao Paulo's film
industry. This meant either shooting films, or financing them — as did Thomas
Farkas who financed the documentary "cinema novo" in the 1960s 27 — or
founding companies, such as Lider Cinematografica, Cinebraz, or Rex. Most
Hungarian immigrants to Brazil had settled in the ever expanding cosmopolitan
city of Sao Paulo. They were attracted by the rapidly expanding industrial
centre which promised the chance to succeed; moreover, the pleasant climate and
European features of the city, as well as the presence of many Hungarians and
other Europeans, helped their integration. Icsey, in particular, was attached to
Sao Paulo mainly as a result of his professional connections. While he worked
there, he was influenced by North American filmmaking practices which were
based on the traditions of the international entertainment industry. This is not
surprising given the fact that his European experience and work was closer to
this style than that of the "cinema novo". Hungarian audiences of the 1930s and
1940s had reacted in the same way to happy stories such as the 1934 film Meseauto [Dream-car] as did Brazilian audiences in the 1950s. In their leisure time
Brazilians did not wish to see misery, but preferred, for example, the chattering
of the chanchadas
[musical comedies]. : s The "cinema novo" had a strong
documentarist trend as well. However, Icsey was not connected to it despite his
documentarist past, for he did not know Brazil well enough. Indeed, even
Brazilian-born filmmakers had not really discovered their country until the 1950s
and 1960s. They were mainly interested in two different subjects: the world of
the favela [the city slums] and the sertdo [jungle or wilderness]. As one critic
wrote, "The 'new Brazilian film' of the 1960s [fit] organically into Brazilian
culture, and its ambition [was] to become the common language of a community." 29 This ambition was pursued by a young generation of Brazilian filmmakers.
Icsey shot his first films in Brazil under Hungarian directors such as D.
Akos Hamza and Ferenc Fekete. Icsey won the Mayor's Award in 1957 for his
cinematographic work on Fekete's A Doutora e Muito Viva [The Doctoress is
Very Passionate],
His outstanding abilities were soon discovered by nonHungarian directors as well, including Walter Hugo Khouri. Khouri was a
Paulist, but he was one of those directors who "... broke with the traditions and

prepared grounds for the 'new wave' of the sixties." 30 His first film, Estranho
Encontro [Strange Encounter] (1957) which he shot as an amateur, was photographed by Icsey. For this work too, Icsey received good reviews in the press. 31
The most important Paulist film award is the SACI, the Brazilian Oscar.
Icsey received this award three times: in 1958 for Cara de Fogo [Fiery Face], in
1962 for Tnsteza do Jeca [Jeca's Sorrow] and Mulheres e Milhdes [ Women and
Millions], and in 1965 for O Corpo Ardente [Ardent Body] directed by his
frequent collaborator, Khouri. For the camera work of Estrano Encontro and
Cara de Fogo Icsey received the gold medal in the category of "melhor fotografia" [best photography] at the first Brazilian film festival, the Festival de
Cinema de Curitiba.
Khouri became a controversial, but important, personality of the film
world in Sao Paulo. He demonstrated his hermetic temperament in his films O
Gigante de Pedra [The Stone Giant] and Estranho Encontro.
His work represented two different trends in independent filmmaking. "The first one aimed at
making Brazilian films of social subjects, and their ideal was Rio Quarenta
Graus [Rio, Forty Degrees]; the objective of the second trend was to shoot
formalist, universal, metaphysical films, and their model was Estranho Encontro."7,2 Another film of Khouri, Na Garganta do Diabo [In the Throat of the
Devil] of 1960, brought Icsey the prize "O Melhor Fotografia
em Preto e
Branco" [best black and white photography]. Then, in 1961, another film they
made together, A Ilha [The Island] was awarded the "Governador do Estado"
[the Governor of the State], Noite Vazia [Empty Nights] of 1964 won the "best
photography" award of the City of Sao Paulo (Premios Municipals). In 1966,
Icsey received the same award for O Corpo Ardente. Icsey also worked on a
number of films with the director-comedian Amacio Mazzaropi, including
Tristeza do Jeca [Jeca's Sorrow] which brought Icsey his second SACI award. 13
Still another remarkable director who Icsey worked with was Galileu Garcia.
Besides Khouri and Roberto Santos he was the third "... young man of about
thirty who showed great promise in the filmmaking of Sao Paulo in 1958."34
It is undeniable that, unlike the "cinema novo," the Paulist cinema did not
aspire to 'art film' status. The filmmakers of Rio had always attracted more
attention in the world than those who worked in Sao Paulo, although the latter
obviously attracted larger audiences, and their technical expertise was unquestionable. Icsey was part of this well-trained team, and his skills brought him
much work in Brazil. He shot at least forty feature films in Brazil, though
altogether he might have shot more than a hundred films. Among his short
films, Mario Gruher was nominated for the 1966 Berlin Film Festival.
Thanks perhaps to the favourable opportunities for work, or to his second
wife, Odina Monteiro whom he married in 1963, Icsey remained loyal to his new
country until his death on 8 January 1987. He was a prominent, if eccentric
personality of the Brazilian national film industry. As one critic commented: "...
Rudolf Icsey is an odd character around midnight: in his dark glasses, his cap
covering his face, wearing his canvas trousers." 35 His fame was duly emphasized

in the Paulist press which was never short on praise: "The colour images of
Rudolf Icsey, the greatest cameraman of our national film industry, are outstanding, the best part of the film Casinha Pequenina [Small House] is his work...."
wrote one critic, 36 while another referred to "the cameraman, this great and
competent artist, Rudolf Icsey..." 37 And we conclude with a particularly telling
opinion: "[t]he photography of A Compadecida
[The Merciful One] was the
work of the best-known and the most decorated Brazilian cameraman, Rudolf
Icsey. This says everything." 3 8
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Appendix:
T H E FILMS OF R U D O L F ICSEY
The following list contains all the titles known to the author, but it cannot be
considered a complete list of Rudolf Icsey's work. In certain cases the information is insufficient due to the lack of reliable sources, especially in the case
of films shot abroad. In preparing this list I consulted the Icsey Papers deposited at the Hungarian Film Institute; the research of Peter Abel and Erzsebet
Komar; data of the Hungarian Film Institute; the appendix of Istvan Nemeskiirty's book, A keppe varazsolt ido [Time Conjured into Image] (Budapest, 1984),
and the book of Fernao Ramos, Historia do Cinema Brasileiro (Sao Paulo,
1990).
* * *

Rakoczi-induld [Rakoczi-March] (1933. d: Istvan Szekely) — assistant
cameraman.
Halali (1943. short; with Istvan Somkuti) — director-cameraman.
Szanyi bucsu [Kermis at Szany] (1934. short; d: Bela Paulini) — directorcameraman.
Vigyazat harapos! [Beware, It Bites!] (1934.? short; d: Laszlo Bekeffi).
Veszprem (1935. short; with Ferenc Fekete) — director-cameraman.
Cafe Moszkva [Cafe Moscow] (1936. d: Istvan Szekely) — assistant cameraman.
Ember a hid alatt [Man Under the Bridge] (1936. d: Laszlo Vajda) —
assistant cameraman.
Pokhalo [Cobweb] (1936. d: Maria Balazs).
Szenzacio [Sensation] (1936. d: I.Szekely, L.Vajda) — assistant cameraman.
A magyar falu muveszete [Art of the Hungarian Village] (1937. short) —
director-cameraman.
Eszak fele [Towards the North] (1938. doc. d: Jozsef Banass).
A leanyvari boszorkdny [The Witch of Leanyvar] (1938. d: Viktor Gertler).
Magyar gepipar [Hungarian Machine Industry] (1938. short) — directorcameraman.
Magyar kohaszat es gepipar [Hungarian Metallurgy and Machine Industry]
(1938. short) — director-cameraman.
A magyar villamosipar [Hungarian Electrical Industry] (1938. short) —
di rector-cameraman.
A papucshos [The Henpecked Husband] (1938. d: Janos Vaszary).
Pusztai kiralykisasszony
[The Princess of the Puszta] (1938. d: Bela Csepreghy)-

Varju a toronyordn

[Crow on the Steeple Clock] (1938. d: Endre Rodriguez).

A Bercsenyi-huszarok
[The Bercsenyi Huszars] (1939. d: Sandor Szlatinay).
Beszelo kovek [Talking Stones] (1939. short; d: Laszlo Cserepy).
Istvdn Bors (1939. d: Viktor Banky).
Holgyek elonyben [Ladies First] (1939. d: Emil Martonffy).
Kelet fele [Towards the East] (1939. doc. d: Jozsef Banass).
Magyar feltdmadds [Hungarian Resurrection] (1939. d: Jeno Csepreghy and
Ferenc Kiss).
Matyds rendet csindl [Matyas Sets Things in Order] (1939. d: Frigyes Ban).
Nem loptam en eletemben [I Have Never Stolen in My Life] (1939. d: Bela
Balogh).
Parbaj semmiert [Duel for Nothing] (1939. d: Emil Martonffy).
Penz all a hazhoz [Money is Forthcoming] (1939. d: Bela Balogh).
Rajkorapszodia [Rajko Rhapsody] (1939. short; d: Endre Rodriguez).
Szervusz, Peter [Hello, Peter] (1939. d: Sandor Szlatinay).
A tokeletes ferfi [The Perfect Man] (1939. d: Sandor Szlatinay).
Az utolso Wereczkey [The Last Wereczkey] (1939.d: Sandor Szlatinay).
Az eladd birtok [Estate for Sale] (1940. d: Viktor Banky).
Erdelyi kastely [Castle in Transylvania] (1940. d: Felix Podmaniczky).
Erdelyi szinfonia [Transylvanian Symphony] (1940. short; with Jozsef Horvath, Erno Kiss, Laszlo Nagy and Gyula Zsabka).
Erzsebet kiralyne [Queen Elizabeth] (1940. d: Felix Podmaniczky).
Het szilvafa [Seven Plum-Trees] (1940. d: Felix Podmaniczky).
Kolozsvdrtol Zagonig [From Kolozsvar to Zagon] (1940. short; with Jozsef
Horvath) — director-cameraman.
Magyarorszag muemlekei [Historic Monuments of Hungary] (1940. short; d:
Laszlo Cserepy). 1
Miinchen utdn [After Munich] (1940. doc.) — director-cameraman.
Penz beszel [Money Talks] (1940. d: Jeno Csepreghy).
Sok huho Emmiert [Much Ado About Emmi] (1940. d: Sandor Szlatinay).
Te vagy a dal [You are the Song] (1940. d: Endre Rodriguez).
Zdrt tdrgyalas [Hearing in Camera] (1940. d: Geza Radvanyi).
Bakonytol a Balatonig [From the Bakony Hills to Lake Balaton] (1941.
short) — director-cameraman.
Csdko es kalap [Shako and Hat] (1941. d: Emil Martonffy).
Europa nem valaszol [Europe Gives No Reply] (1941. d: Geza Radvanyi).
Edes ellenfel [Sweet Enemy] (1941. d: Emil Martonffy).
Eletre iteltek [Sentenced to Live] (1941. d: Endre Rodriguez).
Film a filmrol [Film about Film] (1941. short, d: L. Cserepy) — cameraman,
actor.
Honvedek elore\ [Hungarian Soldiers, Forward!] (1941. battle-line report;
with Jozsef Horvath, Erno Kiss, Laszlo Nagy and Gyula Zsabka, d: Jozsef
Banass).
A kegyelmes ur rokona [His Excellency's Relative] (1941. d: Felix Podmaniczky).

Regi keringo [Old Waltz] (1941. r: Viktor Banky).
A szuz es a godolye [The Virgin and the Kid] (1941. d: Lajos Zilahy).
Annamaria (1942. with Ferenc Fekete; d: D.Akos Hamza).
Alomkeringo [Dreamwaltz] (1942. d: Felix Podmaniczky).
Bajtarsak [Brothers-in-Arms] (1942. d: Agoston Pacsery).
Del fele [Towards the South] (1942. doc. with Jozsef Horvath) — directorcameraman.
Ferfihuseg [Male Fidelity] (1942. d: Jozsef Daroczy).
Frater Lorand [Brother Lorand] (1942. d: Laszlo Kalmar).
Keresztuton [At the Crossroads] (1942. d: Viktor Banky).
Szabotazs [Sabotage] (1942. with Istvan Berendik; d: Emil Martonffy).
Szeptember vegen [At the End of September] (1942. d: Kalman Zsabka).
Szep csillag [Beautiful Star] (1942. d: Imre Jellinek).
Sziriusz [Syrius] (1942. d: D. Akos Hamza).
Boldog idok [Happy Days] (1943. d: Endre Rodriguez).
Egy szoknya, egy nadrag [A Skirt and a Pair of Trousers] (1943. d: D.Akos
Hamza).
Futotuz [Wildfire] (1943. d: Zoltan Farkas).
Machita (1943. d: Endre Rodriguez).
Magyar sasok [Hungarian Eagles] (1943. with Jozsef Karban, Zoltan Karpati,
Mihaly Paulovics, Rudolf Piller; r: Istvan Laszlo and Abris Basilides).
Muki (1943. d: Akos Rathonyi).
Naszindulo [Wedding March] (1943. d: Zoltan Farkas).
Orient expressz [Orient Express] (1943. with Ferenc Fekete; d: Laszlo
Cserepy).
Ragaszkodom a szerelemhez [I Insist on Love] (1943. d: D.Akos Hamza).
Sarga kaszind [Yellow Casino] (1943. d: Karoly Lajthay).
Sziami macska [Siamese Cat] (1943. d: Laszlo Kalmar).
Szovathy Eva [Eva Szovathy] (1943. d: Agoston Pacsery).
Egy ember tragediaja [The Tragedy of a Man] (1944. d: Antal Nemeth).
Egy pofon, egy csok [A Smack and a Kiss] (1944. d: Emil Martonffy).
Ejfeli keringo [Midnight Waltz] (1944. d: Sandor Zakonyi).
Fiu vagy lany? [Boy or Girl?] (1944. d: Laszlo Kalmar).
A harom galamb [The three Doves] (1944. d: Frigyes Ban).
Mesegep [Fairy Tale-Machine] (1944. short; d:?).
Szabadsag fele [Towards Liberty] (1944. short; d:?).
Aranydra [Golden Watch] (1945. d: Akos Ratonyi).
Az MKP nagy juliusi nepgyulese Szegeden 1945-ben [The Great Convention
of the Hungarian Communist Party in Szeged in July 1945] (1945. short, with
Istvan Berendik; d: Bela Pasztor).
Kommunistak Budapestert [Communists for Budapest] (1945. d: D.Akos
Hamza).
Szabad mdjus elseje Budapesten [Free May Day in Budapest] (1945. ed. by
Viktor Gertler).

Az elhagyott gyermek [The Abandoned Child] (1945. short; d: Pal Kertesz).
Mesel a film [The Film Tells a Tale] (1946. d: Lajos Panczel).
A Szovjetunid Magyarorszagert
[The Soviet Union for Hungary] (1946.
short; with Istvan Berendik, d: Pal Kertesz).
Magyar gepipar es kohaszat [Hungarian Machhine Industry and Metallurgy]
(1947. short; with Karoly Seidl, d: Tamas Fejer).
Der Hofrat Geiger [Counsellor Geiger] (1947. with Laszlo Szente; d: Wolff
Hans).
Das unheilige Haus [The Unholy House] (1948.? d: Sandor Szlatinay).
Der Leberfleck [The Liver-Spot] (1948. d: Rudolf Carl).
Cantoria d'Angeli [DAngeli Choir] (1949. d: D. Akos Hamza). 2
Rapture [Hysterics] (1949. d: Goffredo Alessandrini).
Buffalo Bill a Roma [Buffalo Bill in Rome] (? with Laszlo Szente; d: Giuseppe Acatino).
Donna Senza Nome [Nameless Woman] (1950. d: Geza Radvanyi). 1
In Estasi [In Extasy] (1950. d: Goffredo Alessandrini).
Quern Matou Anabela? [Who Killed Anabela?] (1955. d: D. Akos Hamza).
Pensdo de Dona Stela [The Boarding-House of Dona Stela] (1956. with
Ferenc Fekete, d: Ferenc Fekete and Alfredo Palacios).
Arara Vermelha [Red Macaw] (1957. d: Tom Payne).
Curugu (1957. d: Kurt Siodmak).
A Dutora e Muito Viva [ The Doctoress is Very Passionate] (1957. d: Ferenc
Fekete).
Moral em Concordata [Fair Agreement] 1957. d: Fernando de Barros).
Cara de Fogo [Fiery Face] (1958. d: Galileu Garcia).
Casei-me com um Xavante [I Married a Xavante Indian] (1958. d: Alfredo
Palacios).
Chofer de Praga [Driver from the Square] (1958. d: Milton Amaral).
Estranho Encontro [Strange Encounter] (1958. d;- Walter Hugo Khouri).
Vou Te Contd [I Tell It to You] (1958. d; A. Palacios).
Jeca Tatu (1959. d: M. Amaral).
Aventuras de Pedro Malazartes [Adventures of Unlucky Peter] (1960. d:
Amanico Mazzaropi).
O Misterio da Ilha de Venus [The Mystery of Venus Island] (1960. d:
Duglas Fowley).
Na Garganta do Diabo [In the Throat of the Devil] (1960. d: W.H.Khouri).
Ze do Periquito [Parrot Joe] (1961. d: A. Mazzaropi).
Mulheres e Milhoes [Women and Millions] (1962. d: Jorge Ileli).
Tristeza do Jeca [Jeca's Sorrow] (1962. d: A. Mazzaropi).
Casinha Pequenina [Small House] (1963. d: Glauco Mirco Laurelli).
A Ilha [The Island] (1963. with George Pffister; d: W.H. Khouri).
O Lcimparina (1964. d: G.M. Laurelli).
Noite Vazia [Empty Night] (1964. d: W.H. Khouri).
Meu Japao Brazileiro [My Brazilian Japanese] (1965. d: G.M. Laurelli).

Perto do Coragdo Selvagem [Close to the Wild Heart] (1965. d: Maurfcio
Rittner).
O Corintiano [Footbal Player from the Corintias] (1966. d: M. Amaral).
O Corpo Ardente [Ardent Body] (1966. d: W.H. Khouri).
Mario Gruber (1966. short; d: Ruben Biafora).
O Quarto [The Room] (1967. d: R. Biafora).
Ate que o Casamento nos Separe [Until Marriage Separates Us] (1968. d:
Flavio Tabellini).
O Jeca e a Freira [Jeca and the Nun] (1968. d: A. Mazzaropi).
Agnaldo, Perigo a Vista [Agnaldo, Dangerous at a Glance] (1969. d: Reinaldo Paes de Barros).
A Compadecida [The Mercyful One] (1969. d: Gyorgy Jonas).
Para Pedro [Stop, Pedro] (1969. d: Pereira Dias).
A Arte de Amar Bern [The Art of Beautiful Love] (1970. d: Fernando de
Barros).
A Moreninha [The Brown Girl] (1970. d: G.M. Laurelli).
Lua de Mel e Amendoim [Honeymoon with Hazelnut] (1971. d: F.de Barros
and Pedro Carlos Rovai).
As Deusas [Goddesses] (1972. d: W.H. Khouri).
Independencia ou Morte [Independence or Death] (1972. d: Carlos Coimbra).
Cleo e Daniel (? d: Roberto Freire).
Grita d Meia-Noite [Cry Out at Midnight] (? d: Carlos Szili).
Jan jdo (? d:?).
O Vendador de Linguigas [The Sausage Vendor] (? d: Alfredo Palacios).

Notes to the Appendix:
'According to Magyar Film, 25 Feb. 1939, p. 15, the cameraman of this
film was Tibor Magyar.
:
"The film was photographed by Rudolf Icsey, but because of labour permit
complications, his assistant got credit for it." D. Akos Hamza at the Hungarian
Film Institute, p. 42.
1
According to a film prospectus, the cameraman was Tibor Pogany.

